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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation is about high-level recommendations for developing business requirements for EIA survey quality evaluation, given a new opportunity for EIA to standardize and consolidate many of its survey systems.In order to develop recommendations, a high level EIA survey data life cycle is superimposed upon a Total Survey Error model, as described by Paul Biemer in 2010, to ensure a thorough examination of survey design and administration.
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• The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) applies a 
flexible framework for evaluating the quality of the design and 
administration for each survey. 

– EIA uses established statistical methods in evaluating survey quality. 

– EIA’s quality approach is tailored to establishment surveys, which comprise the 
vast majority of EIA’s data collection instruments. 

– The nature of the survey quality evaluation process is often influenced by the 
capabilities of supporting systems and staff resources. 

• An EIA initiative to consolidate and standardize survey 
systems presents an opportunity to provide more data from 
the new systems to enhance the evaluation of survey quality. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The majority of EIA’s surveys are establishment surveys that collect quantitative output data from businesses.The majority of data collected by EIA’s surveys is provided directly by survey respondents, as opposed to being collected by interviewers.
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• Practical, high level data needs for evaluating survey quality 
are presented. 

– The data recommendations are mapped to a Total Survey Error (TSE) 
classification over a high-level view of the EIA survey data life cycle. 

– Any approach to evaluating survey quality must recognize that: 

• Some measures of survey quality are more qualitative than quantitative. 

• Sources of non-sampling error are difficult to identify and quantify. 

• Complete population data may not be known to enable effective use of 
theoretically precise formulae to evaluate sampling, estimation and 
imputation methods. 

• Efforts to improve quality in one area may involve trade-offs in other areas. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation focusses on high-level data needs that can be applied in practice.Example of quality effort trade-offs:Increasing the sample size in establishment surveys to increase the share of coverage of the total population may also increase the non-sampling error, due to smaller establishment survey respondents generally reporting less accurately.Another trade-off occurs when using predictive modeling, such as for estimating aggregated data from a sample for publication.  There is a trade-off between a model’s ability to minimize both variance and bias.  Models with too few parameters are inaccurate because of a large bias (not enough flexibility).   Models with too many parameters are inaccurate because of a large variance (too much sensitivity to the sample). 
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• A “total survey quality” approach to evaluating survey design 
and administration is not presented 

– The focus of this presentation  is on systems data needs and not on ways to 
identify and respond to the all the data needs that internal and external survey 
users may have. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EIA survey staff are frequently in contact with survey respondents and survey data users to understand their data needs.  However, this information is not part of this discussion that focusses on data from survey systems for evaluating survey quality.
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• Generally, total survey quality involves maximizing the quality 
of survey design and the administration of surveys while also 
responding to survey users’ needs. 

• Bias and variance measures are commonly used to evaluate 
survey design quality. 

• The Total Survey Error (TSE) Concept 
– The term, “Total Survey Error” was coined by Anderson, Kasper, and Frankel in 

a 1979 book of the same title; More recently, Robert Groves and others have 
published research on TSE. 

– TSE provides a framework for maximizing user-specified dimensions of quality 
in survey design (Biemer  2010). 

– Major sources of error should be identified to allocate resources to reducing 
their errors while meeting cost and timeliness objectives (Biemer  2010). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, maximizing total survey quality is a balancing act when faced with limited resources. responding to all survey users’ needs is not discussed in this presentation,  note that EIA regularly engages its stakeholders in the design and use of its surveys.The components of Total Survey Error as described by Biemer address many of the areas of Total Survey Quality.  The ultimate goal of the Total Survey Error concept is to derive a single, relative measure of combined survey bias and variance, with which the quality of individual surveys may be compared to each other.  
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Figure 1: Total Survey Error, Its Components, and the Mean Squared 
Error (Biemer 2010) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Total Survey Error classification, as presented by Paul Biemer and others, is useful in identifying and categorizing survey quality evaluation techniques.  Please note that, to date, calculation an overall Mean Squared Error measure of survey bias and variance has proven to be a more theoretical concept than an actual number, due to the difficulty in isolating, quantifying, and weighting  all forms of survey bias and variance, especially for errors that are not systematic (i.e., errors that appear to occur randomly).Instead of attempting to derive a single Mean-Squared Error measure, Paul Biemer and Dennis Trewin are currently applying the Total Survey Error paradigm in working with Statistics Sweden to arrive at a practical, color-coded dashboard for evaluating how well each TSE category within each survey is performing.
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Figure 2: Typical EIA Survey Data Life Cycle (High 
Level) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram is a high-level framework for describing EIA’s survey design and administration as it relates to survey data.  This diagram serves to help categorize the recommendations in the next section of the presentation.  Note that some of these processes may overlap—for example, survey cycle management continues through data processing, as surveys may be resubmitted with changes prior to a survey cycle closing at EIA and may again pass through all of the data processing steps, including  data validation/editing.The survey quality evaluation methods employed at EIA have been adapted to the characteristics of EIA surveys.EIA primarily administers establishment surveys for the energy industry with operating parameters that are subject to the laws of physicsAs a result, the majority of EIA surveys involve a census or a cut-off sample of respondents who file their own responses, rather than having being interviewed.  Survey response rates are traditionally high, and strong efforts are made to detect response value errors, as operating parameters are generally known.Note that the Data Processing & Validation/Micro Editing Stage includes imputation that occurs at EIA after the investigation of potential response value errors.Note that disclosure analysis under the Confidential Information Protection and Statistical Efficiency Act (CIPSEA) at EIA occurs as part of the Data Tabulation & Macro Editing process.
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TSE Sources of Sampling Error 

• Sampling Scheme: 
 Cut-off designs are predominant in establishment 

surveys; probability proportional to size (PPS) and 
other random designs are also used. 

 Any stratification is typically done by the size of the 
variable of interest and/or the geographic origin or 
destination of the variables of interest, including 
administrative data and questionnaire response 
values. 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Provide data values for sampling the variables of 

interest at the respondent level. 
 Enable evaluating sample schemes though periodic 

censuses (if possible) or the calculation of sampling 
metrics, such as sampling variance. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this part of the presentation, high-level recommendations are made for business requirements for new systems to obtain data to enhance EIA’s evaluation of survey quality in survey design and administration.This first “Recommendations” slide shows the kind of system data during the survey frame & sample design processes might be made available to help reduce sampling scheme error, which is a source of sampling error under the TSE framework.Sampling scheme errors occur when the sampling scheme does not select a sufficient representation of the study population.EIA surveys are predominantly establishment surveys, as opposed to household surveys. Samples often use cut-off designs, where only larger entities in the population, as measured by one or more variables of interest (such as production), are sampled.  Smaller entities, for whom the quality of data responses in establishment surveys is usually lower, are not included in the sample (and are, thus, “cut-off”).  Response values from the sampled respondents are used to estimate the non-sampled part of the population, assuming similar data characteristics for both groups.The periodicity of conducting census surveys is determined on an individual survey basis in reference to the changes to participants within the surveyed industry area.  Sampling variance is shown by evaluating different samples of the same size from a population.  For example, to estimate the error of a given sample, the mean of the sampling variance can be compared with the variance of this sample in question.
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TSE Sources of Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Sample Size: 
 Samples generally are designed to insure that 1) 

high percentages of each of the values of published 
summary level data are captured, 2) the standard 
deviations or variance of sample response values 
are minimized, and 3) the samples are not biased. 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Identify respondents in the frame as either being 

active or inactive for any given survey cycle. 
 Enable a historical review of respondent births, 

deaths, mergers and name changes in the survey 
frame. 

 Provide the ability to measure the number of editing 
and imputation changes to response values by 
questionnaire item. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sample size error occurs when a sample is too small to provide a reasonable representation of the total population that is being studied.The survey frame database may include respondents that move in and out of being required to respond to a survey (i.e., “active” or “inactive”) if the survey has a threshold for a variable of interest threshold , and the respondent’s values for this variable can change over time.Tracking births, deaths, mergers and name changes ensures that data is actually being collecting for the population of interest in the survey frame.  This tracking and also helps with the analysis of data to ensure continuity in of data over time.
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TSE Sources of Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Estimator Choice: 
 Estimation typically involves ratio or regression 

formulas. 
 Summary level data is often presented by 

geographical groupings. 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Indicate which ‘final’ historical data were reported 

by respondents (as opposed to being imputed) to 
enable excluding imputed values from estimates. 

 Identify ‘new’ respondents for a period of time to 
permit evaluating the quality of their new 
responses. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A suboptimal choice or application of an estimator leads to estimator choice error, which may impact the accuracy of the calculation of aggregated published statistics.Estimation formulas enable estimating summary level published values when not all entities report on a survey.EIA typically imputes for non-responses at a questionnaire item level or for responses EIA believes to be in error, but for which the respondent was not reached to verify a potential change in the data value reported.  The estimation formulas should be based on actual, ‘final’ data to enable capturing potential data trends.  Including imputed values in estimations could result in unintentional ‘smoothing’ of the estimated data values over time.EIA will monitor the quality of data from new respondents to ensure they understand the questionnaires. EIA may decide to impute for ‘new’ respondents until the data quality is determined to be stabilized.
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TSE Sources of Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Frame Error: 
 Frame error is primarily caused by frame omissions 

that lead to frame non-coverage errors, frame 
duplicates, failure to account for mergers and 
acquisitions, and the inclusion of entities that are not 
part of the target population. 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Identify potential duplicate frame entries. 
 Identify all active and inactive respondents for 

specific survey cycles. 
 Enable a historical review of respondent births, 

deaths, mergers and name changes in the survey 
frame. 
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Frame 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Database administrators apply standardized methods to identify duplicate entries in databases.As noted before, active frame participants and frame changes need to be known to ensure that data from the correct survey frame is being collected.
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TSE Sources of Non-Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Specification Error: 
 Is often identified through interviews of survey 

respondents 
 Is addressed by applying cognitive survey design 

best practices 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Associate data validation rules/edits with specific 

questions on surveys. 
 Collect paradata to determine patterns regarding 

the failure of validation rules/edits. 
 Calculate edit failure rates for questions and the 

rates of changes to the response values of survey 
questions. 
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Specification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specification error occurs when the concept implied by the survey question differs from the concept that should have been measured in the surveyCauses of TSE that occur in one stage of the survey data life cycle can often be detected during another data processing stage—in this case, during data validation/editing.For this presentation paradata is defined as being administrative data about the survey.With respect to data in data collection and processing systems, specification error may be identified by response patterns or frequent errors for certain questions. With respect to paradata, if a particular respondent’s response to a particular type of question frequently results in edit failure, and other respondents do not have this result, then correcting this problem may not require a questionnaire redesign but, rather, educating the respondent about the question items.
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TSE Sources of Non-Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Measurement Error: 
 Is often identified through interviews of survey 

respondents 
 Is addressed by applying cognitive survey design 

best practices 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Apply data validation rules that detect measurement 

errors, such as evaluating against expected 
response values. 

 Integrate the investigation of potential errors with 
respondent contact management systems. 

  Avoid running imputed data, and re-cycling 
unchanged data, through the editing process. 
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Measurement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measurement error occurs when design of the survey questions lead to incorrect response values.Measurement error often happens when the data collection is designed based on what information is wanted by the survey team, but not how the information may be captured and recorded by respondents.Measurement error is often detected and addressed in similar ways as is specification error.EIA analysts will begin reviewing responses as soon as they are received, as analysts need to free up time toward the closing of a survey cycle when many respondents tend to report to EIA.The reports of edit failures are updated as responses are received at different points during the time a survey is open at EIA.  A frequent complaint of survey analysts is that they are receiving updated edit failure reports for responses they already have or are in the process of investigating.   This issue can be addressed through improved tracking of response processing and report design.
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TSE Sources of Non-Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Non-Response Error: 
 Many methods exist for identifying and categorizing 

unit and item non-response errors. 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Identify unit and item non-responses at different times 

during each survey cycle. 
 Identify the total expected unit and item responses, 

based on respondent and response eligibility. 
 Integrate respondent contact management systems 

with the investigation of item and unit non-responses. 
 Track the responses that were eventually obtained 

from the non-response investigation process. 
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Non-
Response 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unit non-response error occurs when a respondent does not submit a required questionnaire.Item non-response error occurs when a respondent does not complete any required question item on a questionnaire.EIA establishment surveys are generally mandatory.Having a time dimension is important in identifying non-responses , as there is going to be a particular point when the survey teams are going to want to contact respondents and escalate when such contact fails to produce the required data.Identifying expected responses is important when the questionnaire contains conditional response items that may or may not be required in a given instance.The process of non-response follow-up is evaluated by determining which instances of re-contacting respondents results in the respondents submitting the requested data.
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TSE Sources of Non-Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Measurement Error: 
 An example of a source of measurement error at 

this stage is a survey interviewer incorrectly 
transcribing or biasing the question response value. 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Tie survey responses to individual interviewers who 

collected and transcribed the data. 
 Note that if interviewers are provided by third 

parties, those firms likely monitor measurement 
error from interviewers, along with other interviewer 
performance metrics. 
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Measurement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EIA does not often use interviewers to conduct surveys—EIA uses third-parties to conduct interviews for a few consumption surveys that are administered on a quadrennial basis.As a result, EIA relies on third parties to manage the quality of this aspect of the data collection process.
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TSE Sources of Non-Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Data Processing Error: 
 Typically, data processing errors occur when survey 

staff make mistakes manually entering (re-keying) 
and coding respondent data. 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Maintain copies of survey responses that were not 

directly inputted to survey data collection systems. 
 Identify the collected data that was re-keyed by 

survey staff for comparison with the data sources. 
 Identify the staff members who re-keyed specific 

response values or who performed specific coding. 
 Enable the review of automatic response coding 

algorithms. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A portion of small entities who report to EIA are able to submit responses only by facsimile or e-mail message, as opposed to directly inputting data into EIA’s Internet-based data collection systems.An example of data processing error would be when a staff member receives from a respondent a survey report via facsimile, and the staff member accidentally transposes two numbers for a questionnaire item when re-keying the data into a survey processing system.An example of a coding error would be when the survey staff is responsible for manually applying a variable or category of variables  to a respondent questionnaire item enters an incorrect value into the data collection system.Automated coding algorithms could also be incorrectly specified and/or applied within software systems, representing another source of data processing error.
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TSE Sources of Non-Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Measurement Error: 
 The respondent applies an incorrect unit of 

measure to their item response values. 
 A survey analyst biases how a response value is 

either changed or not changed by the respondent. 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Apply edits that detect unit of measure errors. 
 Identify response values changed by survey staff 

and the associated reasons for the changes. 
 Provide paradata to identify any patterns in 

response values following investigations by survey 
staff of potential errors or following any change 
initiated by the respondent. 
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Measurement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Edits that detect unit of measure errors include rules that multiply or divide responses by relevant unit of measure factors and that specify valid upper and lower ranges or ratios for response values.Historical data can be used to develop expected values, ranges and ratios for data edits.With some EIA surveys, EIA analysts may make changes to data without contacting respondents if the reason for edit failure clearly appears to be a unit of measurement error.Creating an audit trail of reasons for data changes made by survey staff enable reproducibility of the data, and reproducibility is a principle of the scientific method.When respondents re-submit data with changed values of their own volition, it is useful to track whether edits are not flagging potential errors.
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TSE Sources of Non-Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Data Processing Error: 
 Includes errors in specifying data validation 

rules/edits and failure to investigate potential errors 
in item response values 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Provide reports that detail active and inactive edits. 
 Require survey staff comments and/or reason codes 

for error investigation. 
 Collect paradata to identify the data validation 

rules/edits that do not result in high rates of the 
detection of ‘true’ errors. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted in the previous slide, identifying  the item responses that have been revised by respondents and re-submitted to the survey system is critical to the identification  of  errors in specifying data validation/editing rules.The flagged edit failures that are or are not investigated should be noted, as well as the disposition of the investigation.Without tracking of the result of investigations, it is not possible to determine if these error investigations by survey staff are successful.Note that a ‘true’ error is a change in a response item value that is either validated by the respondent during the error investigation process, or that is indicated by the respondent through the act of initiating a re-submission of data with a changed value.It is also important to identify those edits that frequently are flagged, but for which the respondents claim the responses are not in error—this situation could signal an error in specifying the data validation rules.  Linking the respondent contact management systems with the dispositions of error investigations in the survey processing systems may also be useful to ensure administrative data consistency and that all investigations are documented to permit their evaluation.
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TSE Sources of Non-Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Data Processing Error: 
 Errors in applying estimation, data suppression, and 

tabulation formulas to produce information that is in 
its publication-ready form 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Maintain an ‘audit trail’ of all transformations of item 

response data values (i.e., from ‘raw’ to ‘final’ values). 
 Apply macro-editing to identify unexpected data 

trends in published data groupings. 
 Trace backwards from the published data groupings 

to the underlying data values. 
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Data 
Processing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘Raw’ responses are unedited responses that remain in the form in which they were reported by respondents.‘Final’ values may be the same as ‘raw’ values, or may undergo data changes.  For example, data may be changed with new values provided by respondents or to correct unit of measure errors.  ‘Final’ values may also have been imputed for non-responses at the item level or to overwrite a ‘raw’ response determined to be in error, where the respondent was not contacted to verify the response value.Typically, a specified percentage change in period-to-period publication data will trigger an investigation of the underlying response values so that any significant variance in time series data can be explained within the publication.
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TSE Sources of Non-Sampling Error (Continued) 

• Data Processing Error: 
 Published data values do not match the associated 

tabulation values in feeder files. 

• System Capabilities for Evaluating TSE: 
 Track the processing status and completeness of 

any data sources that feed the publications. 
 Enable tracking data values from the published 

statistics through data processing and back to the 
raw data values that were initially collected. 
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Data 
Processing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information Technology organizations typically have standard tools that track the processing status and completeness of data sources that feed publications.
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• Educate the entire organization about the importance of 
evaluating the quality of survey design and 
administration. 

• Incorporate in new systems requirements the ability to 
gather data for the evaluation of quality for survey 
design and administration. 

• Generate within software systems an audit trail of all 
changes to data values from each system process. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
System processes and manual editing  should always be auditable and repeatable, as repeatability is important in applying  the scientific method.
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Atrostic, B.K., and Kalenkoski, Charlene.  (2002).  “Item Response Rates: One 
Indicator of How Well We Measure Income.” Proceedings of the American Statistical 
Association, Survey Research Methods Section 
(www.amstat.org/sections/SRMS/Proceedings) 
‒ Provides information about identifying item non-responses (Slide 15). 
 
Biemer, Paul, et. Al. (2012).  “A Tool for Managing Product Quality: the Case of 
Statistics Sweden.”  European Conference on Quality in Official Statistics (Q2012), 
Managing Quality – Products Session 
(http://www.q2012.gr/articlefiles/sessions/3.2_Biemer_Presentation%20%20_A%20Tool
%20for%20Managing%20Product%20Quality_Biemer_Bergdahl.pdf) 
‒ Provides information about recent efforts to apply a ‘dashboard’ approach to 

evaluating Total Survey Error (TSE), as referenced in the notes page of Slide 7 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If there is interest in reading further about some of the topics in this presentation, the following publications, which are available online to the general public, may be of use.

http://www.amstat.org/sections/SRMS/Proceedings
http://www.q2012.gr/articlefiles/sessions/3.2_Biemer_Presentation%20%20_A%20Tool%20for%20Managing%20Product%20Quality_Biemer_Bergdahl.pdf
http://www.q2012.gr/articlefiles/sessions/3.2_Biemer_Presentation%20%20_A%20Tool%20for%20Managing%20Product%20Quality_Biemer_Bergdahl.pdf
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Biemer, Paul.  (2010). ‘‘Total Survey Error: Design, Implementation, and Evaluation.” 
Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 74, No. 5, pp. 817–848. 
‒ Provides information about the TSE framework and its components, as referenced 

from Slides 9 through 21. 
 
Ireland Centralized Statistics Office. (2000).  “Editing and Calibration in Survey 
Processing.” 
(http://www.cso.ie/en/surveysandmethodology/generalmethodologydocuments/editinga
ndcalibrationinsurveyprocessing/) 
‒ Provides a case study of the application of macro-editing, as referenced in Slide 20, 

and Micro-Editing, as referenced in Slides 14 through 19. 
 
Yorgason, Daniel, et. al.  (2011).  “Cutoff Sampling in Federal Surveys: An Inter-Agency 
Review.” American Statistical Association, Joint Statistical Meetings, Section on 
Government Statistics (www.bls.gov/osmr/pdf/st110050.pdf) 
‒ Provides information as to how a number of federal statistical agencies are using 

cut-off sampling in their establishment surveys, as referenced in Slide 9. 
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